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Richard Guzman
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Mark Kowal; Brendan Morone
Re: Status - SOARCA re: SEQUOYAH
Tuesday, August 07, 2007 12:11:07 PM

Jimi, Bob,
Our conference call w/Sequoya is scheduled for 11am tomorrow (8/8). We will meet in room OIF22.
The conference room is located in the back corridor of One White Flint Bldg (security desk side).
Please confirm your attendance.
Thanks,
Rich
>>> Brendan Moroney 8/7/2007 9:20 AM >>>
Rich,
Sequoyah wants to schedule the SOARCA call at 11 am tomorow (Wed). They have set up a bridge line:
423-751-2428, Meeting No. 0086. Do you have a location for NRC staff to assemble?
Brendan Moroney
Project Manager,
Sequoyah and Watts Bar Unit 1
(301) 415-3974
>>> Richard Guzman 08/03/2007 11:47 AM >>>
Brendan - we'll shoot for Wednesday next week to discuss SOARCA activities w/Sequoya; please inform
them and figure out what time they can support. RES should be flexible and willing support their
proposed time(s). Also, I expect to get a draft list of "information needs" from RES that Sequoya can
use as a read-ahead for that call. I'll forward to you once I get it.
Thanks,Rich
>>> Jimi Yerokun 8/3/2007 11:33 AM >>>
Hi Rich - I am now back in the office. We are ready for the call with Sequoyah to discuss project
activities and information needs. Mid next week time frame will be great. While we still wait to hear
from Grand Gulf we are ready to make contact with Susquehanna to solicit their participation. Calvert
Cliffs will be next (if necessary).
Bob - Need the "information need" for Sequoyah with or without the Sequences to support the call. We
should prepare the lists for Grand Gulf and Susquehanna as well.
Jimi
>>> Richard Guzman 08/01/2007 2:26:09 PM >>>
Sequoya Unit 1 outage is in Oct 07, Unit 2 going in April 08. Please let me know soonest, your
availabilities for our initial phonecall w/Sequoya; they have agreed to participate (at least via email/voice
message). We should try to be prompt in responding back to them.
Rich
>>> Jimi Yerokun 08/01/2007 2:19:04 PM >>>
Thanks for all the efforts Rich. I wonder what's brewing with Grand Gulf. Maybe they have a "white
paper" going to their CEO like LaSalle.
I don't remember the outage schedule for Sequoyah. Could you please remind Jason and Bob so they
can plan accordingly.
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Hope someone has provided you the NEI letter. I believe RES responded to the letter yesterday. Hope
NRR was clued in to the response as well.
Jimi

Jimi T. Yerokun
Chief, Risk Applications and Special Projects Branch
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
301 415-0585
>>> Richard Guzman 07/31/07 10:02 AM >>>
Jason - Seqouya indicated via voice message to the NRR plant PM, Brendan Moroney,
"The site has agreed to participate in the SOARCA study. Please set up a call at your convenience with
the HQ staff to discuss specifics. The only request the site has is that we coordinate the schedule so that
it does not conflict with outage activities."
We can have the call this afternoon if you all are available. If not, please let me know date/time(s) that
work on RES end.
Other items:
- Susquehanna is informed and I'm waiting to get their availability for our "initial contact" teleconference
call.
- Question: apparently we recently received a letter/questionaire from NEI regarding the SOARCA effort.
My BC, Mark Kowal, left a message for Jimi and asked to send us a copy, but haven't heard back yet.
Can you send me any additional insight on this letter and provide me a copy?
- No word back from Grand Gulf
Thanks,
Rich
>>> Richard Guzman 7/31/2007 9:15 AM >>>
Jason - I will call you in 10 min to discuss.
Thanks,
Rich
>>> Jason Schaperow 7/31/2007 9:07 AM >>>
Hi Rich,
What is the status of securing participants for SOARCA?
Any feedback from Grand Gulf?
When will we be calling Sequoyah and Susquehanna?
Thanks,
Jason

